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IMPORTANT SECURITY WARNING TO ALL M.O.M. CUSTOMERS USING FOXPRO  
 

What’s the risk? 

This is an important reminder that Microsoft terminated support for FoxPro on January 13, 2015.  While FoxPro served 

as a low-cost and convenient platform for many years, it was developed in 1984 and is at end of life. That means that 

the FoxPro database itself is no longer receiving enhancements or updates of any kind, most importantly security 

updates.  We know of no specific security flaws or threats at this time, but hackers are always looking for vulnerable 

targets and that could change at any time.   

What should we do? 

Because you are still using a version of M.O.M. with a FoxPro database, your confidential customer and financial data is 

in a database technology that is no longer receiving security updates. To protect that data, you must upgrade to a 

version of M.O.M. that stores your important data in a secure, up-to-date Microsoft SQL Server or SQL Server Express 

database.  SQL Server Express is available at no charge from Microsoft, with certain restrictions as to database size, 

memory and number of users.  Many M.O.M. customers have found they work well with SQL Server Express, and 

virtually all M.O.M. customers that have moved to any edition of SQL Server have experienced improvements in 

performance and reliability.  We have promoted SQL Server versions of M.O.M. for over 10 years, and now exclusively 

develop for SQL Server and SQL Server Express for precisely these reasons.  You can’t put this off any longer. Upgrade to 

M.O.M. for SQL Server today. 

What about SiteLINK? 

SiteLINK data is currently stored in FoxPro databases running on secure servers in a PCI-compliant environment. That 

needs to change also.  We are actively working to transparently move all SiteLINK data to SQL Server databases in the 

very near future.  Stay tuned for announcements as to timing.  There is no action required on your part regarding 

SiteLINK at this time. 

Why upgrade? 

Your customer and financial data is your responsibility and your potential liability – please don’t take security issues 

lightly.  No 3rd party organization can protect your data while it’s still in a FoxPro database.   

 

Don’t put your business or your reputation at risk. 

Call your sales or support representative today at 800 858 3666 to get more information.   

 


